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A True Survivor...15 years of age and still going 

strong in Yellingbo!  By Heather Jones and Bruce Quin 

He may be the oldest living Helmeted Honeyeater in the wild on record, but he’s still going strong – 
judging by our latest sightings when Merrilyn Serong, Arthur Carew, Clint Schipper and I ventured 
out to Cockatoo Swamp earlier this month to locate our old friend.  
We managed to spot him, but he did not want to hang around for too long - shy old boy! He does not 
seem to be paired this breeding season, but has bred during several other breeding seasons since 
returning to his Cockatoo Swamp territory for the 2004/2005 breeding season (see details on p 11).  
In fact, he and his mate raised a fledgling during the 2008/2009 breeding season. Let’s hope he 
survives long enough to add at least another year to his long life! 
The banded bird on the right is our dear old male. 

 
Photo: Merrilyn Serong 
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New Members  
 

The Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater would like to welcome to the 
group our new members: 

R. Young - Emerald  
 

Donations to the Nursery & water capacity 

improvements – Thank you for your support 

R. Walkley, David, R.Schmidt 

 
 
 
 
 
Thank you to the 
Shire of Yarra Ranges 
for their assistance  
with the postage. 
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“Every now and then I catch the HeHos doing extraordinary 
things. They're real characters. 
They can be quite aggressive at times. The photo of two up 
and one down was part of an aggressive interaction. They 
never seem to hurt each other, however.”  

Photo: Merrilyn Serong 
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A View from the Swamp editorial comment 

Mick Kealy has taken on a new role at PV. This is a great opportunity for Mick and we wish him well 
in his new role. In the meantime, Miles Stewart-Howie has been joined by Steve Robertson and they 
are sharing the role of Ranger.  Look out for other HeHo things to do. 
Sandra 
 

 What’s on - Calendar of events 
March April May June 

Date Activity Date Activity Date Activity Date Activity 

Tues      2nd Nursery Thurs  1st Nursery Tues    4th Nursery Tues      1st Nursery 

Thurs    4th Nursery Tues    6th Nursery Thurs  6th Nursery Thurs    3rd Nursery 

Sun        7th Reveg Thurs  8th Nursery Tues    11th Nursery Tues      8th Nursery 

Tues      9th Nursery Sun    11th Reveg Thurs   13th Nursery Thurs   10th Nursery 

Thurs   11th Nursery Tues   13th Nursery Sun      16th Reveg  Sun       13th Reveg  

Fri        12th Film night at 
Rochford 

Thurs 15th Nursery Tues    18th Nursery Tues     15th Nursery 

Tues     16th Nursery Tues   20th Nursery Wed    19th Newsletter 
deadline 

Thurs   17th Nursery 

Thurs   18th Nursery Thurs 22nd Nursery  Thurs  20th Nursery Tues     22nd Nursery 

Sun       21st Members’ Day 
Kurth Kiln 

Tues   27th  Nursery Tues    25th Nursery Wed      23rd Committee 

Tues     23rd Nursery Wed    28th Committee Wed    26th Committee Thurs   24th Nursery 

Wed     24th Committee Thurs 29th Nursery Thurs  27th Nursery Tues     29th Nursery 

Thurs   25th Nursery       

Tues     30th Nursery       

Revegetation activities are held at differing locations around the Yellingbo Reserve and area. Activities may 
include tree planting, seed collecting or works around the nursery or reserve. Meet at the Yellingbo Ranger’s 
House, 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo (Melways Map 305 Ref. G11) at 10am. BYO  Lunch. Most 
equipment is supplied. For further information call Richard Case on 9720 4062.  
Nursery activities days are held at the Rangers House (see above). They run between 9am and 3pm, with  
(BYO) lunch. Work mainly involves the potting up of young seedlings. For further information contact our 
Nursery Manager, Michelle Faram on 5964 8341  
There will be no Saturday sales from January until April.  

The nursery is closed on all public holidays and days of total fire ban. 
 

Steve Robertson - New Ranger for Yellingbo NCR 

Steve Robertson has recently been appointed as Ranger for the Yellingbo NCR, based out of the Parks 
Victoria office at Woori Yallock. Steve has over the last few years worked on many projects with 
Parks Victoria that varied from a Ranger at Marysville, Data collection for the Statewide Camping 
Strategy, Project Fire Fighter, Nest Box installation, and in 2009, he was involved for 6 months on 
post fire recovery for the Leadbeaters possum. 

Steve is married with 5 children, loves the outdoors and enjoys extending Hiking trips. 
Spare time activities in recent years have seen Steve involved in coordinating many volunteer 
activities for Bushwalking Victoria from Willow removal on the Bogong Highplains, revegetation 
works on Snake Island and various walking track restoration projects within State Forests and National 
Parks. Steve currently has a volunteer role with Bushwalking Victoria as “ Conservation Projects 
Coordinator”. 
In his new position at Yellingbo, Steve looks forward to working closely with the Friends of the 
Helmeted Honeyeater. 
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The President’s report by Robert Anderson 
 

Bruce Quin Is Awarded the Public Service Medal 
On Australia Day this year it was formally announced that Bruce Quin received the Public Service 
Medal. The public at large would now know what the Friends have known for many years. Bruce has 
dedicated himself to do whatever it takes to ensure that the Helmeted Honeyeater continues to prosper. 
His work in the field and at committee level has always had the highest motive and he has been a 
wonderful model for us to follow. 
Well done Bruce! We thank you! 
Our Volunteers Need Help 
Coordinators Bruce and Sue Tardif have called for more assistance in their report, not from our regular 
volunteers, but from our members who have thought about helping and have yet to do so.  
The reason for this call is that this year will be busier than ever in the revegetation program run by 
Bruce and Sue. Consequently, Michelle will need further help in the nursery. 
This year Bruce and Sue have had more success in gaining funding for their programs. The Yarra 4 
Life project will be organising more revegetation in the Yellingbo Reserve.  
For members who have yet to volunteer, your assistance would be truly appreciated if you have some 
spare time, say a Tuesday or a Thursday. Looking forward to having more members join our 
wonderful band of volunteers. 
 

Members’ Day at Kurth Kiln, Sunday, 21st March  
This will be a wonderful opportunity to meet at a different and special venue. Learn about the project 
to connect the Yellingbo Reserve to Kurth Kiln Regional Park. Come close to the history of charcoal 
manufacture during WW 11 which was part of the fuel source for petrol starved vehicles. 
The Friends of Kurth Kiln via Alfred and Ursula Clink will arrange barbecue facilities, tables and 
seating and tea/coffee. 
Where    Kurth Kiln Picnic Area in the Kurth Kiln Regional Park 
Route      From Warburton Highway via Gembrook Launching Place Road or 
                From Gembrook Township via Gembrook Launching Place Road or  
                From Healesville Koo wee rup Road via Smith Road, Beenak Road 
Start         From 12 noon or arrive earlier to walk some of the tracks 
Meeting   From approx. 1.30 pm with updates on the breeding season, the connection  
                 from Yellingbo to Kurth Kiln and history of the Kurth Kiln Regional Park. 
Finish      Continue to enjoy the walking tracks 
Bring       You, friends and food/drink to enjoy 
 

…The story of Kurth Kiln began with Australia's 

declaration of war in September 1939. When petrol 

rationing was introduced in October 1940, charcoal was 

seen as the most practical alternative… However, 

charcoal was never a great success. It was dirty to use, 

produced 40 per cent less power and conversion units for 

cars cost 100 pounds – 18 times the weekly wage in 1941. 

Added to this, units had an alarming tendency to catch 

fire. The plant at Kurth Kiln closed at the end of the war 

but the tall kiln with its iron chimney remains. It is a rare 

example of a relatively intact charcoal burning kiln and             

the only one of it's type in Australia …    http://www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/1park_display.cfm?park=238 
 

Visit The Friends of Kurth Kiln website for more information about their activities. 
http://home.vicnet.net.au/~fofkk/ 
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Coordinators’ Column by Sue and Bruce Tardif     
 

2010 is shaping up to be a year of partnerships.  
 

The Friends will be joining with Melbourne Water, Yarra4Life and Parks Victoria to plant 10,000 
habitat plants along a 2km stretch of Woori Yallock Creek. The plantings will connect past works with 
the newly acquired 3.2 hectares (refer last newsletter where this land purchase was announced). 
Melbourne Water will prepare the area, Yarra4Life will recruit corporate volunteer groups, Parks 
Victoria will assist with access & ongoing management whilst the Friends will grow the plants and 
coordinate the planting days. A great partnership that we all hope to build on in coming years.  
 

Complementing this will be a revegetation project by the Friends to plant 6,000 habitat plants in the 
adjacent section of the reserve and extending up to the boundary fence line. Funds for this project will 
come from a Caring for Our Country Community Action grant through the Australian Government. 
The Friends plan to work with Duke of Edinburgh Award students, Swinburne TAFE Conservation & 
Land Management students and corporate groups to achieve these plantings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Together, these projects will enhance the vegetation connectivity between the Woori Yallock & 
Cockatoo Creek arms of the reserve.  
 

At the time of writing we are yet to hear, but hopeful of receiving, 3 project grants from Melbourne 
Water Community grants to enable 10,000 habitat plants to be planted during our school revegetation 
activities. This year we are also pleased to be partnering with Macclesfield Landcare Group to plant an 
additional 4,000 plants around the depot, the venue that we base our school revegetation days from. 
These plantings have been made possible through Parks Victoria Healthy Parks Healthy People grants. 
In addition, Richard’s monthly reveg group will plant 2,000 plants throughout the reserve to enhance 
important conservation areas. 
 

A plea for help. With so much revegetation happening in 2010, the committee is keen to hear from 
anyone who is able to volunteer some time. We are particularly in need of assistance with school 
revegetation activities – loads of fun! – and in the nursery. Both roles operate during the day on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays and no prior knowledge is needed, just a willingness to get involved. Nursery 
activities run throughout the year, whilst school revegetation days run from late April – October. 
Please feel free to contact us for more information on 5964 8341.   
 

In Sept 2009 Zoos Victoria, 

TreeHouse, Yarra4Life, Parks Vic 

& The Friends got together for a 

common cause – habitat 

plantings.  

Photo:  Bruce Tardif   
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A gong for Bruce  by Margot Craddock 

Bruce Quin was awarded the Public Service Medal on Australia Day for 
his outstanding dedication to the survival of the Helmeted Honeyeater. 
Bruce became the field ornithologist in May 1993.    
He works tirelessly out in the field, observing birds, tracking where they 
go and recording data of his observations. He knows where they are 
nesting and who the parents are and then keeps an eye on them for their 
breeding success.   
His keen eye has located a fifteen year old Helmeted Honeyeater that 
was born just after he started.  As well he has identified another Yellow 
Tufted sub species (meltoni) together with a Turquoise Parrot, both 
passing through the Reserve. 
After the annual captive-bred bird release into the wild, his concern for 
the birds is shown by arranging for a group of people to observe in 
different areas to see how they are settling in.  
He organizes bird surveys with the Friends to find birds not previousl 
recorded around Yellingbo and Tonimbuk and he maintains the daily bird feeding roster of volunteers 
who gather information at both places then he records these daily findings. 
When Bruce completed ten years work in the field and service as a committee member a Life 
Membership was granted by the Friends in recognition of his outstanding dedication.    
His vast knowledge of birds and the environment puts him in demand for public speaking, media 
releases, and the diverse meetings that go with his position. 
His comment to the newspaper when asked about the award was “The drive for the work is to save the 
Helmeted Honeyeater and its habitat, but also hopefully what we’re doing is helping save other species 
as well.” 
 He has dedicated his waking hours to the survival of the Helmeted Honeyeater and talking with him 
shows his enthusiasm for the work above and beyond the call of duty. 
 

A well deserved award Bruce R. Quin PSM ! 

Watch this space! 

 2010 will see 16,000 plants go into 

this section of the Woori Yallock 

Creek. Photo: Sue Tardif 

Photo: Sandra Turnley 
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Nursery News   by Michelle Faram  

 
A trip into the Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve with Parks Victoria 
Ranger Steve Robertson at the beginning of February was a fantastic 
opportunity for Sue, Bob and I to have a look at where some of the plants grown 
in the nursery have gone and how they are growing. The tour was arranged with 
the purpose of looking at the previous and ongoing efforts to revegetate along 
the Woori Yallock Creek and the Cockatoo Creek floodplain and to also 
examine other possible revegetation sites. 
 

School groups with the assistance of our coordinators and other HeHo volunteer revegetation teams 
have done a wonderful job getting many plants in the ground around Woori Yallock Creek over the 
years. While there have been successes and some failures; it is obvious to see the positive difference 
the deer proof enclosures now used have made to the success of the many plantings undertaken since 
they were introduced a few years ago.   
 

The good spring rains while giving the young plants a wonderful head start have also created a 
problem with an explosion of weed species. It is a shame that so much of our funding has to be spent 
on protecting the plantings from feral animals and on weed control and is not used simply to get plants 
in the ground. 
 

The restoration of the Cockatoo Creek floodplain, being undertaken by Parks Victoria, is a massive 
project and while it has a number of similar problems with deer and weeds to Woori Yallock Creek, it 
also has a number of other challenging issues. These issues include difficult access to the area and a 
serious problem with Phalaris, a perennial grass, which grows and forms a thick impenetrable mat, 
which out competes all the native species of sedges and grasses.  Efforts to control the problem have 
included spraying with herbicide and burning.  
In some areas of the floodplain more advanced pots of Eucalyptus camphora, Mountain Swamp Gum, 
rather than tubes have been planted out, it is hoped that once established they will shade out the 
Phalaris. Approximately 1,000 of these trees are grown annually in the Friends nursery, taking up 
quite a lot of space and it is always nice to see them going out of the nursery when the planting season 
arrives.  
 
When we arrived at the floodplain on our tour it was very exciting to see the trees doing so well. 
 

There is still a long way to go in our revegetation endeavors but there are definite signs out in the 
reserve that all the hard work is beginning to pay off. It is great to see wildlife and in particular birds 
are now making use of the new habitat being created for them. 
 
For those that have already made the time to help out, keep up the good work and for those that would 
like to join in, 2010 is a great time to get started. There are seeds to be collected, plants to be grown on 
in the nursery, approximately 75,000 this year and lots of reveg. days to be involved in. Help make a 
difference even if you can only spare an hour or two. 
 
See you soon 
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Out in the Field    by Bruce Quin 

 

Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve 
 

As the front page article of this edition of He Ho Herald highlights, we were thrilled to see the longest 
surviving (wild) Helmeted Honeyeater still alive during February 2010. He hatched on 18/11/94! I 
hope he is there when his territory is next visited! 
 

The reintroduction program at Yellingbo has progressed well during the 2009/2010 breeding season. 
Seven of the 12 birds released in autumn 2009 are still alive and five of these birds have bred during 
the 2009/10 breeding season, one of them successfully. Breeding for the first time during this current 
breeding season, they will have gained valuable experience. The 2009 Yellingbo release can be rated 
as one of the best on record! 
 

Ten fledglings have been produced at the reintroduction site and six at the naturally-occurring colony 
(where our dear old friend lives). Overall, a minimum of 35-40 individuals have confirmed at 
Yellingbo during early 2010. 
 

Bunyip State Park 
 

There have also been exciting developments in the Bunyip State Park Helmeted Honeyeaters over the 
first two months of 2010. Some Helmeted Honeyeaters have been found at Labertouche North after 
they dispersed from the Tonimbuk release sites. 
 

Jack Airey of Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater sighted what he presumed was two of the 
Tonimbuk Helmeted Honeyeaters at Labertouche North on 3rd January 2010. Subsequent visits to the 
area revealed five Helmeted Honeyeaters in the floodplain habitat regenerating after being burnt by the 
“Bunyip Ridge Wildfire” on 7th February 2009. 
 

Four of the five birds at Labertouche North and a pair now occupying Diamond Creek on a private 
property at Tonimbuk, were attempting to establish territories at the west end of Site 1 during earlier 
months of the 2009/2010 breeding season. The high number of birds in that area of Site 1 was leading 
to much aggression, which appears to have caused these six birds to disperse. The seventh bird was 
using Sites 2 (its natal colony) and 3 at Tonimbuk before it's dispersal to Labertouche North. Foraging 
observations for Helmeted Honeyeaters at Labertouche North showed use of the epicormic growth on 
eucalypts (they were very hard to see when in dense epicormic growth!), probing items from Mountain 
Swamp Gum branches/trunks and gleaning items from dead mistletoe on eucalypts. 
 

The Labertouche North birds were about 3.0 kilometres (as the Helmeted Honeyeater flies) north-east 
of the pair on private property at Tonimbuk; 3.4.km north-east of the Site 1 birds and about 4.7km 
from Site 2 (the western-most birds of Bunyip State Park). 
 

Very nice to get re-acquainted with these birds again! Those that were at Labertouche North have 
since moved on, but hopefully we will catch up with all of them again. In fact, one did re-appear at 
Tonimbuk on 10th February. 
 

Further, in early February (2010) another group of birds was found on the Tonimbuk property 
previously mentioned, about 330 metres north-west of the pair on Diamond Creek, a site that 
Helmeted Honeyeaters have occupied in the past. They included a bird not seen since it left Site 1 on 
the 9th December 2009 (this bird was an embryo in an egg in a nest at Site 1 on Black Saturday!) and 
one of the 10 youngsters produced during the current breeding season; the group was found by my 
Assistant Clint Schipper and Tonimbuk resident Mike Harrison.  
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The birds at the two sites on this property are using habitat adjacent to what was the western edge of 
the “Bunyip Ridge Wildfire”. In summary, Helmeted Honeyeaters have been recorded at six locations 
in or near Bunyip State Park during January – February 2010 (though some of the locations are only a 
few hundred metres apart). 
 

It is wonderful to see these Helmeted Honeyeaters surviving independently (without supplementary 
food). Additionally, those birds at Labertouche North were using habitat regenerating 11 months after 
fire, perhaps much sooner than what was anticipated. We hope to locate other missing Helmeted 
Honeyeaters during a survey of more burnt habitat in late February (2010). So far, 37 individuals have 
been confirmed at Bunyip State Park during January-February 2010. 
 

Happy and Healthy 2010 to everyone and the Helmeted Honeyeaters! Bruce. 
 

 

A True Survivor …continued from page 1  

 
‘One of the breeding males at Cockatoo Swamp has had an interesting life history, returning ‘home’ 
after a long absence. He hatched at a Cockatoo Swamp territory in November 1994, but moved away 
from there after that breeding season, as did his father and sister. At the time I put the shift by the 
father and son down to the rapidly spreading vegetation dieback at that site. The son moved between 
the most northern colony of Cockatoo Swamp and the southern end of the Macclesfield Creek site for 
a few years before settling at latter site in 1999 and breeding there during the 2001/2002 and 
2002/2003 breeding seasons.  
The last record of him at Macclesfield Creek was on 30th October 2003. He has returned to his natal 
territory approximately nine years after leaving it. Normally, males breed in or close to the territory 
where they were hatched; females disperse from the natal territory and breed else-where. An apparent 
vacancy in the territory (it was a breeding territory during 2003/2004) has paved the way for this male 
to return.  
Habitat at the site has improved since his departure in 1995, this apparently due to drought conditions 
reducing water-logging in Cockatoo Swamp.’ 
 (excerpt from HeHo Herald article of Summer 2004 Edition Vol 16 (4). 

Photo: Merrilyn Serong 
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Reveg Rambles  by Richard Case 
  

 
This time around we have been conducting a little follow up weeding and seed collection; a most 
enjoyable time of the year. 
 
Arriving early for the Reveg Day of the 13th of December, I was intrigued to hear the persistent call of 
a White-winged Triller from near the gate. I watched him for a while until a Magpie chased him out of 
the Reserve. Later he returned and this time was chased by a Rufous Whistler!  
 
We trooped down Shaw Road to the Quaking Grass patch, continuing our weeding from the previous 
month. Here we were entertained by a Reed Warbler calling from the nearby wetland. Following up 
the previously cleared areas was relatively quick and allowed us to make some headway with new 
areas. Three sacks removed before lunch. 
 
Next job was to go seed collecting. Specifically, we were looking for Prickly Moses, which ripens 
quickly and doesn’t hold it’s seed for long. These plants have taken a real hammering during the 
drought and much of the seed now comes from our own reveg plots, which we know come from local 
seed that we collected. A fine example of captive breeding in action. 
 
We collected Mountain Swamp Gum and Manna Gum as we came to them. In the drying McColls 
Swamp we were pleased to see a White-necked Heron. Not particularly common at Yellingbo and a 
bird I associate more with Winter and Spring. 
 
The 10th of January began with a rather inspiring Pelican soaring over the Nursery. Collecting our wits 
and our bags we went over to Giles Road, where we collected Broad-leaved Peppermint, which we 
hadn’t got for a while. Next was a trip into the swamp and levee area from Manuka Meadows South 
where part of the party collected Mountain Swamp Gum. Meanwhile the second part of the party 
collected Heath Wattle, Short Purple-flag and Grass Trigger-plant (even seeing an insect tripping the 
fertilizing mechanism and getting donged on the head for it’s troubles)! 
 
After lunch, we headed upstream along Macclesfield Creek. Lots of promising heathland but nothing 
to collect at the moment. Return trip navigation was rather poor as I headed deeper and deeper into the 
creek side Tea-tree. Fortunately the Alternate Navigation System (Jeff) kicked in and he led the way 
out. Sorry gang! 
 
As the day ended we went on to Parslows Bridge where I hoped to see the Azure Kingfishers that were 
nesting three weeks earlier but no sign of them. The trip wasn’t wasted however as we did however 
come across a Dusky Moorhen, an Echidna and a Rufous Fantail. 
 
On the 7th of February, we went to Roma Hill and collected Swamp Gum and Candlebark. Parslows 
Bridge was the next stop. A Rufous Fantail called as we collected seed from the Muttonwood trees. 
Moving on to Sheepstation Creek Road, we collected Blady Grass and Tree Everlasting. Further up, 
we came across some fallen Silver-leaved Stringybark and some conveniently overhanging Broad-
leaved Peppermint, both of which went in the bag. 
 
At Ewen Road we came across some Blackwood, just within reach. At the Macclesfield Creek 
Bushland we collected more Silver-leaved Stringybark and some Narrow-leaved Peppermint. Finally, 
we went to D2, looking for sedges in a small wetland, now sadly dry. All was not lost, a mighty limb 
of a Manna Gum had come down, bringing much seed our way. 
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Helmeted Honeyeater  Merchandise    
 
 

                 Summer stock available   number size  

      

Steel Blue Polo Shirts -   l, xxl xxxl    $35 each     

He Ho   smart and cool      

Blue Polar fleece jackets    l-xl-xxl-xxxl    $35 each     

               with He Ho emblem      

Green Canvas Hat  8'' brim    sizes  57,  61cm  $18 each     

                   with He Ho emblem      

Artists Cards with envelopes for all occasions  $2 each     

M.Heeley's of epacris, greenhoods, E. fulgens E. campohora ,       

J. Flinn  and D Williams  He Ho                     (circle choice)      

 10% P&H      

 TOTAL     

      

           
                                 
  

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

Name:…………………………………………… 

Address:………………………………………… 

             …………………………P/code……….. 

                                         Sub total: $................... 
            Postage and Handling 10%: $................... 
                            TOTAL enclosed $................... 
Send to : Friends of Helmeted Honeyeater 
               PO Box 131 
               Woori Yallock 3139 
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 Gift membership opens a door to the wonders of the Helmeted Honeyeater because now it includes a 

copy of our beautiful book  YellingboYellingboYellingboYellingbo a special place. Send to the Friends postal address. 

FRIENDS OF THE HELMETED HONEYEATER GIFT MEMBERSHIP 

Please tick the appropriate box 

q   $50   Groups/Families/Individuals 

q   $40      Concession:   

                      Student/Pensioner/Unemployed 

Giver ………………………………………… 

Recipient ………………………………………........... 

Address ………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………. 

Phone …………………………………………………. 

Email …………………………………………………. 
 

Don’t forget our SPECIAL EVENTS… 
 

Members’ Day at Kurth Kiln - Sunday, 21st March 
From 12 noon or arrive earlier to walk some of the tracks 

BYO food/drink to enjoy 


